


Our Mission 

 
-Provide you the QUICK, RELIABLE, SAFE logistic chain services 
-Provide you the competitive prices 
-Provide you consulting services and solutions all around the import/export issues 
-Speed-oriented reaction 
 
Our Vision 
 
First Class Services  with reasonable prices 
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Our company 

 
  Our company is mainly engaged in sea, land and air international freight transportation 
business, accepting booking the storehouses for import and export goods, customs clearance 
and all businesses around “Logistic Chain”. Through  years‘ efforts, our company has won a 
good reputation in logistic sector. Based on the global agent network and solid experiences, 
we can provide our customers the "quick, economical and reliable" services. Facing the 
customers' requests, we deeply know the principle of "service first, customer top" and all of 
our staffs are doing our best to meet customers' requirements.  
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Delivering solutions: 

AIR FREIGHT 

INTRANSLINE is today  one of the market leaders to provide innovative air transport solutions. 

 

With the global network we provide airfreight service of high quality  offering our costumers all 
professional service they need. 

 

With INTRANSLINE service you can coordinate  the entire process. Our airfreight operations in 
Russia are organized through Sheremetyevo International Airport in Moscow  and Airport 
Domodedovo (Moscow). 

   

INTRANSLINE offers its customers the following services: 

•Global air freight forwarding with defined lead time, with no dimensional or weight restrictions, 
featuring end-to end online tracking. 

•Customer clearance services at Sheremetyevo  International Airport (Moscow), Airport 
Domodedovo (Moscow). Door-to-door delivery through the Domestic Network to all major  
cities, regions in Russian and all around the World. 

•Insurance  
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Delivering solutions: 

LAND TRANSPORT: 

INTRANSLINE is the leader in land cargo transportation in Europe. 

 

The network of INTRANSLINE providers twenty-four-hour service, seven days a week, offering 
its following services: 

 

•International full-load shipments  

 

Our customers rely on us, because: 

•We offer competitive rates 

• We meet the transportation deadlines 

• We are really responsible for the cargo in accordance with he international and Russian 
legislation. 

• We offer reliable and updated information about the delivery status 

• We provide an opportunity to combine the road transportation with more logistics services 
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Delivering solutions: 

 

RAIL TRANSPORT: 

 

INTRANSLINE provides its customers with the highly qualified services to organize international 
rail transportation.  We organize the delivery of cargo to railway station and clear it from the 
station. We provide door-to-door delivery, organize temporary cargo storage and provide  
customs clearance for our customers.  

 

INTRANSLINE will provide you with a comprehensive assistance and support in organizing 
railway transportation, including transport planning and associated logistics services.  
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Delivering solutions: 

SEA FREIGHT: 

INTRANSLINE  provides sea shipping to all ports of the World.  The range of our services reflects 
our customer needs and challenges. This allows us to respond to the change of our customer 
needs more flexibly. INTRANSLINE not just delivers cargo, but provides all associated services, 
including formalities. 

 

We offer our customers the following services: 

•We offer regular sailings Vladivostok – Naxodka, Saint-Petersburg- Kotka  with further delivery 
to the point of destination 

• Delivery to the port of dispatch, supplier’s cargo consolidation, customs clearance in the 
country of dispatch 

• Export from Russia to foreign countries, as well as door-to-door delivery and customs 
clearance anywhere in the World.  

• Delivery of projects, oversized, heavyweight, including import , export  and customer service 

 

At your request we can provide  you with the rates and develop any transport and logistics 
schemes and routes 
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Business brief: 

 

* Special container transportation - oversized machinery and bulk freight. 
* Inland delivery service to all over the world, including oversized machinery.  

* Special point delivery service. 
* FCL transportation. 
* LCL transportation. 
* Inland haulage, trucking. 
* Door–to-door delivery service. 
* International transportation by SEA, AIR freight , combined transportation SEA/RAILWAY 
service, RAIL transport, LAND transport. 
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Principles of work 

 

A premium worldwide logistics network, project & supply chain management provider. 

 

INTRANSLINE is dedicated to the provision of logistics services worldwide. The business 
philosophy on which the INTRANSLINE is founded delivers supply chain solutions in a unique 
way, benefiting end-users of both regular high volume shipments as well as those involved with 
large and small project moves. 
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Address: Aeroportovskaya st., str. 2, Dubrovki village.,  
Solnechnogorskiy rayon, Moscow oblast, Russia, 141580 

Tel., fax: +7 (495) 225–54–46, е-mail: intransline@intransline.com 

www.intransline.com 


